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examination of the deeper
meaning within the ritual.
It will involve stepping
within the outer portico,
and will be an in-depth look
at the ritual in a historical
and
and
esoteric
perspective.

This has been an
awesome year. It has
brought many changes, in
my life, in this magazine,
in the LodgeroomUS,
LodgeroomUK,
Lodgeroom PHA and in
To start off the year, we will begin with an
the Lodgeroom International Group.
examination of Wr. Prince Hall, who the brother
This is the end of the first year of publishing the was and what the Grand Lodge movement he
Lodgeroom International Magazine, and started means to us today. We will look at the
without the help of all of you, we would not be history of the Prince Hall Grand Lodges, the
where we are today. This magazine, thanks to brothers who have been Prince Hall Masons,
the contributors you see on the cover, has where they started and where they are today.
received truly international recognition.
We will also examine the issue of regularity, what
We have brothers in Bulgaria, Russia, Australia, it means. We will also look at recogntion of Prince
the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Hall Grand Lodges, where the “Mainstream”
France, Italy, Austria, Japan, Mexico and more Grand Lodges are on the issue, what is being done
countries than we have room for... we are truly, to extend universal recognition, and why it is so
slow in coming.
The Lodgeroom International Magazine!
We have received recognition from the
Philalethes Society and a number of Grand
Lodges, and at least one United Grand Lodge. I
want to thank all the contributors, and all the
brothers that passsed this magazine on to their
friends and brothers.
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That will be the January 2007 issue. February
will examine Masonry during the civil war, with Featured Articles
stories of Masonic brotherhood extending across Masonic Christmas Story
By Wor. Bro. C.S.L. (Laurie) Lund &
the lines both to the north and to the south.

Yes, the coming year promises to be an exciting
one, and you can be a part of it. If you have
So here, in no particular order, are the men who something to say, or something you would like to
have filled these pages with wit, wisdom, and see included in The Lodgeroom International
Magazine, please send it to:
LIGHT! From Top left to bottom right:
Wr. Bill McElligott, Wr. Theron Dunn, Wr. Adam
Kendall, Wr. Franceschetti Bottone, Wr. Jarrod
Morales, Wr. David Beresniak, Most Worshipful
Dan Robey, P.G.M., Br. Peter Dowling, Wr.
David T. Lang, Frisjoth Thuen, Br. Galen Dean,
Br. Gary Bond, Wr. Giovanni Lombardo, Br. Jeff
Peace, Wr. Robert Trachtenberg, Rev. Br. Wayne
Major, Most Worshipful Carl Claudy, P.G.M., Wr.
Tim Bryce, Br. Lance Ten Eyck, Wr. Albert G.
Mackey, and Wr. Albert Pike.

Lodgeroom
International
Magazine

TLRINT@lodgeroomuk.com
Please include a 2x2” 300 DPI color head and
shoulders photo with your submission.
The Lodgeroom International Magazine is
published as a service to the brethren, so there is
never any cost associated with it. Please, pass
the magazine on to your lodge brothers and
encourage them to subscribe so they will get the
magazine monhtly.
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Add me to the mailing list to receive the
With the help of these brothers and others, next
Lodgeroom International Magazine free:
year promises to be even better than this year. Thank you for making 2006 a banner year, and
For those that missed any of this year’s issues, we look forward to seeing you around The h t t p : / / w w w. l o d g e r o o m u k . n e t / / p h p l i s t s /
back issues are available on CD for $10 for the Lodgeroom International Group forums:
public_html/lists/
whole year, or $5 for January through June or
July through December.
LodgeroomUS
Next year starts off with a new column, The
Meaning of the Ritual. This will be a monthly

LodgeroomUK
LodgeroomPHA
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A Masonic Christmas Story
Posted December, 1997

Sidebenchers slept soundly and were only stirred
When the crack of the candidate’s knuckles was
heard.
The slight groan that penetrated lips that were
pursed Appeared to the Deacon as just a light curse.

By Wr.. Bro. C.S.L. (Laurie) Lund &
V.W.Bro. R.G. (Ron) Dixon

That the evening would go as smooth as he’d hoped,
since he’d gone to the trouble of feeding the goat. Onward they travel, the guide and the man
Seeking truth and enlightenment wherever they can.
(With Apologies to Clement C. Moore)
“Though the ballot’s behind us, the notice is gone,
The secrets were given, the grip and the token,
Grand Lodge is finished, the work still goes on.”
’Twas nigh afore Christmas at the Freemason’s Hall
Obligation was offered, the words then were spoken.
(Civil Services’ regular), the order was tall;
The Inner Guard knew as the Tyler did too
Reams from Grand Lodge, a notice of motion,
That knock, knock and knock was the right Though never, not once, was one heard to gloat
A ballot or two and a pause for devotion
As the Entered Apprentice never did meet the goat.
thing to do.
To brethren departed of the year ’94,
Plus a candidate who would soon walk the floor.
The evening now ended, the candidate clear.
Our own Junior Warden, when faced with the crunch
Said, “Let’s all call off and go upstairs for lunch.”

The Junior Warden entreats from the South us to
hear; The oath we look forward to right from the
start,
“Happy to meet and sorry to part.”

The Master replied, as Masters all do, Intoned in a
voice reserved for the few, “Before we partake of
the fellowship there Is the summons to read and a
ballot to clear.

Christmas had come to Civil Service that night
As men came together under the light;
Giving freely of time as a labor of love
As we bent to the task of the Most High above.

Not to mention the candidate, he’s quaking
with dread at the stories of whether the goat
has been fed.”

To Stewards, to Deacons, the Tyler, the ‘Guard
The Wardens, the Master, who all work so hard,
To Past Masters steady, Sidebenchers too. To
Treasurer, Chaplain, the D. of C. who Help carry
the Lodge, year in and year out;

The Master, exhorting the brethren to work,
A firm grip on the gavel, he turned with a jerk
To the Secretary, putting a shine to each lens,
Polished both to a lustre and reached for his pens.

To your family extended, a warm Christmas time.
Thank the G.A.O.T.U. we’ve run out of rhyme!

“It’s half past the hour,” the Master then winced
At the stuff left to do and remained unconvinced

While all Masons and non-Masons alike are
welcome to visit us and frequent our forum, to
be a member of the Masonic Pride group, one
must not only be an active internet Mason,
but also making a difference in their Lodge
and Community, showing that they are
proud to be a Freemason.

Our work will be complete with a monthly
podcast and access to the most excellent Masonic
publications available on the web today.

The reasoning behind this project is really very
simple. There is much work to be done, and we
want to send the message, and tackle these
problems in a positive way. By doing it this way,
In April of 2006, we launched The be hope to build credibility. To be a part of The
Masonic Pride Project. The Masonic Pride Group, we can be visited on the
Masonic Pride Group is a small web at www.masonicpride.org.
group of writers and speakers who’s
common goal it is to bring out the best
PODCAST
in internet Masonry, for the
Show #1 April 2006 (20 Megs)
common goal of moving the
fraternity forward in the
Show your Masonic Pride!
most positive way possible.
We feel that there are several
The goal of masonicpride.org is very simple. We challenges in today’s Masonry, and are ready to
want to provide a home focusing on what makes help tackle these big issues, but will simply not
us proud to be Freemasons, and serve as a portal do it by attacking an individual brother or a
to all of the wonderful resources that internet specific Grand Lodge.
Freemasonry has to offer.
Simply put, the Masonic Pride group is interested
What we are is a group of Freemasons that love in personal responsibility and accountability, and
the Fraternity. We are comprised of writers, how we as individual Masons can impact the
speakers, and Masons interested in the fraternity at the local level, impacting our
progressive growth of Freemasonry.
communities and our families.
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Lodgeroom International Group
Announcements:
The Newest Member of TLRInt
Group Masonic Forums!

The Lodgeroom
Over Simpkins
Store

The plainest lodge room in the land was over
Simpkins’ store,
Where Friendship Lodge had met each month
for fifty years or more;
The Lodgeroom International Proudly Announces the addition of our newest member forum:
When o’er the earth the moon, full orbed, had
Lodgeroom Prince Hall:
cast her brightest beams,
The brethren came from miles around on
www.lodgeroomuk.net/PrinceHall
horseback and in teams;
And O! what hearty grasp of hand, what
welcome met him there,
As mingling with the waiting groups they
slowly mount the stair,
Exchanging fragmentary news or prophecies of
crop,
Until they reach the Tyler’s room and current
topics drop,
The January issue of The Lodgeroom International Magazine will feature articles discussion
issues related to Prince Hall Grand Lodges:
To turn their thoughts to nobler themes they
cherish and adore,
Who was Prince Hall?
And which were heard in meeting night up over
Simpkins’ store.
What is the History of Prince Hall Grand Lodges?
Where is Prince Hall’s Original Charter Stored?
Continued on Page 9 - Simpkins Store
Famous Prince Hall Masons
On Regularity and Recognition
What is Wrong With This Picture?
and much more...

January Issue of The Lodgeroom
International Magazine

Lodgeroom International
Magazine’s New Montlhy Column
Starting with the January 2007 issue, Lodgeroom International Magazine will institute a new
column: The meaning of the ritual. Each month the magazine will present a column dealing
with the tenets, teachings, ritual of the first three degrees. We will obviously avoid discussion
of the secrets, that is the manner means and modes of recognition, signs, grips and words.
Those are proper issues for open tyled lodges. If you have something to say about the teachings,
please let me know so I can include your article.
January: The Manner of Preparation
February: Minerals and Metals
March: Why were you thus received?
April: Perambulation

Podcasts Now Available
Podcasts of Lodgeroom International Magazine in Audio Format:
http://podcast.lodgeroominternational.com/
You can download and give these articles to
any Blind or partially sighted Freemason,
it would make a great Xmas present.

$

1500

There are many lessons of vast importance contained in
the Entered Apprentice Degree of Freemasonry. These
lessons are so important to the author of this book that he
has been so bold as to title the book, Everything I needed
to know about Freemasonry; I learned as an apprentice.
Worshipful Brother Stephen Dafoe is not a Freemason
who takes his craft lightly. He is often fond of saying,
“We do not need more men in Masonry, but more
Masonry in men.” Every page of this book reflects that
expression. The book is one man’s reflection on the lessons
learned in that first degree and is a thorough examination
of the philosophy taught with each step, pace and gesture.
In so doing, Dafoe has not created a dry account of the
first degree, but rather a book that will inspire all
Freemasons to get back to the basics.
To Order this book or any item in this magazine, go to:

http://mason-defender.net/recommend.htm
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Between The Square And The
Compasses
Bro René Guénon
From The Great Triad
THERE is one particular
subject which on examination
reveals a: most remarkable
parallelism between the FarEastern tradition. and the
initiatic traditions of the West. This is the question
of the symbolic values attached to the compasses
and the square. As we pointed out earlier, these
clearly correspond to the circle and the square;[1]
that is, they correspond respectively to the
geometrical figures representing Heaven and
Earth.[2]
Masonic symbolism, in conformity with this
correspondence, normally places the pair of
compasses on top and the square underneath.[3]
Between the two symbols we usually find the
Blazing Star which is a symbol of Man[4] and,
more specifically, of ‘regenerate man’:[5] with
it, the Great Triad is completed. It is also stated
explicitly that ‘a Master Mason always finds
himself between the square and the compasses’—
in other words in the very ‘place’ in which the
Blazing Star is inscribed. As this ‘place’ is none
other than the ‘Invariable Middle’,[6] this means
that the Master is being equated with ‘true man’
exercising the function of ‘mediator’ midway
between Heaven and Earth. This equation is all
the more exact because—at least symbolically
and ‘virtually’ if not in actual fact—Mastery
represents completion of the ‘lesser mysteries’;
and the goal of these mysteries is, precisely, the
state of ‘true man’.[7] In other words, what we
have here is a set of symbols that is strictly
equivalent to the symbolism we have already
encountered in various different forms in the FarEastern tradition.
We would like to mention another point while on
the subject of Mastery. The characteristics of
Mastery as we just described them correspond to
the final grade in Freemasonry, and this fits in
perfectly with the fact we have drawn attention
to elsewhere,[8] that the craft initiations (along
with the initiations derived from them) all relate
to the ‘lesser mysteries’. This is certainly not to
deny that in the so-called ‘higher grades’
(themselves composed of elements of very mixed
origin) we find several allusions to the ‘greater
mysteries’. At least one of these allusions can be
traced back directly to the ancient Operative
Masonry, and this shows that originally
Freemasonry was capable of opening perspectives
onto regions that lay beyond the bounds of the
‘lesser mysteries’. What we are specifically
referring to here is the distinction made in AngloSaxon Freemasonry between Square Masonry and

Arch Masonry. In the transition ‘from square to
arch’—or ‘from triangle to circle’,[9] to use the
terms adopted by eighteenth century French
Freemasonry to describe the same thing—we
come back once again to the fundamental
opposition between square (or, more generally,
rectilinear) figures as representative of Earth, and
circular figures as representative of Heaven.
There can therefore be no doubt that we are
concerned here with the passage from the human
state represented by Earth to the supra-human
states symbolized by Heaven (or the
Heavens).[10] In other words, what is being
described here is transition from the domain of
the ‘lesser mysteries’ to the domain of the ‘greater
mysteries’. [11]
To return to the parallelism between Western
and Eastern tradition, we should add that
the compasses and square are not only
implicitly present in the Far-Eastern
tradition in the sense that they are the
instruments used for tracing the circle and
the square: they also feature there explicitly.
Perhaps the most important single example
is their use as attributes of Fu Hsi and Niu
Kua. Although we have already mentioned

this fact before,[12] we did not then offer
any explanation for one feature which at first
sight could seem a strange anomaly. What
we are referring to is the fact that—as a
‘celestial’ symbol and therefore yang or
masculine—the pair of compasses should
strictly speaking belong to Fu Hsi, and the
square—a ‘terrestrial’ symbol and therefore
yin or feminine—to Niu Kua. But in fact when
Fu Hsi and Niu Kua are depicted together,
linked by their serpent’s tails which
correspond exactly to the two serpents of the
caduceus, it is Fu Hsi who holds the square
and Niu Kua who holds the compasses.[13]
We do not have to look very far for the cause
of this inversion, because what we have here
is the same exchange of attributes that we
mentioned earlier in relation to ‘celestial’
and ‘terrestrial’ numbers: an exchange which
in cases such as this can very appropriately
be described as ‘hierogamic’,[14] Otherwise
it would hardly be possible to explain how
the compasses could belong to Niu Kua,
especially when we bear in mind that the
specific sphere of activity ascribed to her
defines her function as primarily one of
maintaining the world’s stability.[15] What
is more, this function allies her with the
‘substantial’ aspect of manifestation, and
stability is expressed in geometrical
symbolism by the cube.[16] As far as the
Continued on Page 9 - Between

Why Past Masters Disappear
they truly enjoy attending Lodge with their
Brothers. On the other hand, the dysfunctional
Worshipful Masters cannot wait for their year to
end and pass the hot potato over to someone else.
This type of person either believes he did a good
Have you ever been in a job which nobody appreciated, or feels his officers
Lodge where the immediate and the Craft abandoned him.
Past Masters seem to
I attribute the problems of the dysfunctional
routinely vanish? I have.
Worshipful Master to our election process where
In fact, I have seen quite a few Lodges where it we hang on to our antiquated policy of progressing
seems to be customary for the Past Masters to through the chairs. Becuase of this, I have seen
disappear. No, I do not believe an “accident” has Brothers too often rise above their level of
befallen them, but you have to wonder why they competency. Let me give you an example, I know
no longer take an interest in the Lodge. Did they of a Brother in the western United States who,
burn themselves out during their year in the East? when called upon, heartily volunteered to be a
Were they there to simply get their Past Master’s steward. He was happy with the position and did
a great job working in the kitchen. And he would
apron and no longer care about the Lodge?
have been happy to continue serving in that
I have a theory on this phenomenon; basically, I capacity, but he was encouraged by others to move
believe the more successful Past Masters return up the line of deacons, wardens, and finally
to the Lodge to support it, and the less effective Worshipful Master. By his own admission, he had
PM’s lose interest and drop out of sight. I have a bad year as Master and wished he had remained
seen this far too often to believe it is just a a steward, but due to the tradition of the chairs,
coincidence. Those Worshipful Masters who he found himself in a position he wasn’t
worked hard and had what was considered a good comfortable in.
year return to Lodge, if for no other reason, to
make sure the programs they instituted during The antithesis of the Lodges with the disappearing
their year are perpetuated. They come to Lodge
to offer counsel to their successors and becuase
Continued on Page 10 - Disappear
by W:.Tim Bryce, PM, MPS
Palm Harbor, Florida, USA
“A Foot Soldier for
Freemasonry”
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Where Were the Seeds of
Freemasonry Sewn?

or mystery not already represented by an existing
guild have joined together for a time sufficiently
long to justify the belief that they will continue
to gold together and are not likely to fall apart
from lack of interest or support."

By Wr. Bill McElligott, selling them within the town to keep prices high.
P.M.
This annoyed the artisans who did not share in
the high profits. Gradually the structure of the
The development of the "one" guild broke down as more and more artisans
craft guilds in Medieval broke away from the town guild and formed their
Society had a vast effect on own separate corporations. This differed from
the institutional structure town to town. For example, in Oxford the town
of most towns. At first, guild still remained the dominant guild with other
when a town was founded, th ere was only one guilds subordinate to it and the rules stipulated
guild and all the town inhabitants were members that no one could belong to an occupational guild
of that guild. The guild's officials were the who was not a member of the town guild.
governing body of the town and were the ones However, this was the exception and not the norm
who exercised all the powers granted by the town which was for the guilds to break off and form a
charter. This led to a hesitancy amongst the guild complete separation from the town guild. This
members in power to admit new members. Serfs left the original "one" or town guild to become
could flee to the town, live there a year and a the merchant guild.
day, and so become freemen, but most did not
gain admittance to the guild. This practice led to This formation process of the craft guilds lasted
most towns having an unprivileged sector within over many years. By the end of the twelfth century
their population.
the only craft guilds found in England outside
London were those of the textile workers:
After a time, great differences in wealth and weavers, dyers, and fullers. In London, the guilds
economic interests began to develop among the eventually became known also as liveries. A guild
members of the guild itself. Artisans were inclined obtains its charter from the monarch, but its grant
to make far less money than the merchants who of livery since 1560 comes from the Court of
lived by trade. The merchants were interested in Aldermen, who have to be satisfied that "....a
using their monopoly for importing goods and number of men of good repute from some trade

This guild structure appeared a little earlier in
France but it took until the thirteenth century for
it to develop fully. In France, almost every
conceivable occupation was represented by a guild.
There were butchers', bakers', sword makers',
goldsmiths', tanners', leather workers', booksellers'
and parchment-makers' guild. Even the prostitutes
had a guild in some French cities, notably Paris
and Toulouse. As a rule the members of a guild
tended to live together on the same street.

The Solstitial Doors
Bro. René Guénon
We have said that the two
zodiacal doors, which are
respectively the entrance and
exit of the cosmic cave; and
which certain traditions
designate as the ‘door of men’
and the ‘door of the gods’,
must correspond to the two
solstices; and we must now make clear that the
first corresponds to the summer solstice, that is,
to the sign of Cancer, and the second to the winter
solstice, or to the sign of Capricorn. To understand
the reason for this, it is necessary to refer to the
division of the annual cycle into two halves, one
‘ascending’ and the other ‘descending.
The first is the period of the movement of the
sun toward the north (uttarayana), going from
the winter to the summer solstice; the second
is that of the movement of the sun toward the
south (dakshinayana), going from the summer
to the winter solstice.1 In the Hindu tradition,
the ‘ascending’ phase relates to the deva-yana,
and the ‘descending’ phase to the pitriyana,
which exactly coincides with the designations
of the two doors we have just mentioned: the
‘door of men’ is that which gives access to the
pitri-yana,2 and the ‘door of the gods’ is that

which gives access to the deva-yana; they musttherefore be located respectively at the
beginning of the two corresponding phases, that
is, the first must be at the summer solstice, and
the second at the winter solstice. But in this
case it is properly a question, not of an entrance
and an exit, but of two different exits, inasmuch
as the point of view differs from that which
relates in a special way to the in initiatic role of
the cave, even while it remains perfectly
compatible with the latter. Indeed, the ‘cosmic
cave’ is here considered as the place of
manifestation of the being: after manifesting
itself in a particular state, for example the
human state, the being will depart from it by
one of the two doors depending upon the
spiritual degree it has reached. In one case, that
of the pitri-yana it will have to return to another
state of manifestation, which naturally will be
represented by a re-entry into the ‘cosmic cave’
thus envisaged. In the ‘other case, on the
contrary, that of the deva-yana, there is no
further return to the manifested world. Thus,
one of these two doors is both an entrance And
an exit, while tile other is a final exit; but, as
concerns initiation, it is precisely this final
departure that is the ultimate goal, so that the
being that entered by the ‘door of men’ must, if
it has effectively attained this goal, depart
through the ‘door of the gods’.3

In the first half of the 14th century the guilds of
Florence, Italy were divided into the seven great
guilds called the Arti Maggiori (greater guilds)
and 14 lesser guilds called the Arti Minori (minor
guilds). Both the members of the greater guilds
known as the popolo grasso (fat people) and the
members of the lesser guilds known as the popolo
minuto (little people) could vote. The great guilds
included the wealthiest and most powerful men
of the city and were comprised of:
The Arte di Calimala (guild of workers in wool)
The Arte della Lana (guild of wool merchants)
The Arte dei Giudici e Notai (guild of judges
Continued on Page 10 - Seeds
We have already explained that the zodiac’s
solstitial axis, which is relatively vertical with
respect to the equinoctial axis, must, in the annual
solar cycle, be regarded as the projection of the
north-south polar axis. According to the
correspondence of temporal symbolism with the
spatial symbolism of the cardinal paints, the
winter solstice is in a way the north pole of the
year, and the summer solstice the south pole, just
as the spring and autumn equinoxes correspond
respectively to east and west.4
In Vedic symbolism, however, the door of the
deva-loka is situated at the northeast, and
that of the pitri-loka at the southwest; but
this should be considered only as a more
explicit indication of the direction in which
the course of the annual cycle moves. Indeed,
in conformity with the correspondence just
mentioned, the ‘ascending’ period progresses
from north to east, then from east to south;
similarly, the ‘descending’ period progresses
from south to west, then from west to north,5
so that one could say, with still greater
precision, that the ‘door of the gods’ is
located at the north and turned toward the
east, which latter is always regarded as the
side of light and of life, and that the ‘door of
men’ is located at the south and turned
toward the west, which, in parallel fashion,
is considered as the side of darkness and of
Continued on Page 15 - Doors
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The Old Potter
The old potter who had lived many years at the
foot of the mountain passed away with no one
left in the village to fashion the vessels of clay.
When the Enlightened Master of the monastery
high in the mountain saw that there was a great
need for someone to continue the trade, he sent
out several of his students to seek for someone
who might agree to come live with them and work
at the old potter’s wheel.
After a week had gone by a group of students
returned, filling the air with wonderful tales of
what they had seen, calling for all who could hear
them to “Come see what we have brought!”
A crowd soon gathered and before them were set
cups, bowls and all other manner of pottery of a
quality unlike anything they had ever seen.
Soon the Master appeared and asked, “Where is
the home of this one of such skill and will he
come to our village to serve our needs?”
“We found his shop many miles to the east from
here. He said he would gladly supply all of our
needs, but he would not agree to come here to
live among us.” they replied.
“Take me to him.” The Master said. “I would
meet such a craftsman and I will implore him to
be our companion.”
.....

Then the potter scooped up some dust that had
gathered under the wheel. Cupping it in his palm,
he spat into the dry clay, gently kneaded it and
formed it into a small ball. He then took the
Master by the hand and forced his thumb into the
ball, creating a tiny bowl with a thumbprint
clearly impressed into the damp clay. He removed
it from his palm, blew his breath into its cavity,
then placed it near the kiln to dry.
.....

understanding of man - of man “as he is”,
before he has come to terms with the
conditions of History”.3 Man can therefore
disguise, degrade or even humiliate symbols,
but he will never be able to pull them out,
because mythos, more and better than lògos,
direct speaks to the essential man, whom
History has not yet conditioned, making him
to face the Sacred, which appears alluring
and terrible at the same time.

Three years later, having finished his
apprenticeship, the Master returned to the village
where he worked at the potter’s wheel for the
rest of his days.

Nevertheless this bare man does not lose his
dignity; he does not descend at the bestial level:
to the contrary, he finds out his lost innocence
and rises over an Eden-like condition, thus
discovering the common stock from which both
men and gods stem, as Pindar said.

The Masonic
Carpet
Symbols carry out their task by themselves
Jamblicus
Hic est sensus, qui habet sapientiam1
Revelation
By.
Wr.
Giovanni
Lombardo, P.M.
Lemmi Lodge #400
Introduction

In the foreword to “The
Masonic Symbology,”
Br....... Ivan Mosca warns
the reader not to search for
the initiate’s handbook,
because: “each symbol, each instrument, each rule
Speaking in the silence of his own heart he is a means to catalyze, to hold up, to favor the
said to himself, “Truly such artistry must be inner work.
the product of an enlightened soul, I will
question him to determine if I am correct in Can an oriental carpet deliver a secret, esoteric
message to whoever is able to receive it? My
my assumptions.”
answer is affirmative and, on the other hand, “the
“Tell me, my brother, it is said that in matters of wind blows wherever it pleases”.2
strength, water is greater that the stone, but I ask
you, which is more powerful, the mighty sea or However, why the symbol? Which is the reason
of its allusive speech? The answer is indeed
the raging river?”
simple: man cannot either explain or descript
As the potter turned toward the Master, he caused emotions, intuitions and feelings. They take root
in the deepest soul, where the conscious reason
a single tear to fall from his eye.
cannot grab them, and so they refer to the
With this the Master exclaimed, “You are truly unspeakable, which can never be expressed
a man of the Path! Which discipline did you adequately by words.
follow to come to the light; what is the focus of
Mircea Eliade wrote: “…The symbol reveals
your meditations?”
certain aspects of reality – the deepest
aspects – which defy any other means of
To this the potter answered, “In the calm, the pine
knowledge. Images, symbols and myths are
tree composes no song to sing with the wind.”
not irresponsible creations of the psyche;
they respond to a need and fulfil a function,
The Master’s heart leapt in his breast and he
that of bringing to light the most hidden
begged of him, “Who was your master? Take
modalities of being. Consequently, the study
me to him that I might touch the earth beneath
of them enables us to reach a better
his feet.”
When the Master was shown to the potter’s
humble shop he was amazed and overjoyed with
what he saw. Never had he seen such skill
displayed. The form and balance of each piece
was poetry; the glazes glowed like precious gems.

Here is a picture of my carpet: there are some
roses, which lay down along the perimeter, then
a thorn. Two equal and mirrorlike trees hug a
square; inside that, man can progressively see an
eight-pointed star, a cross, a circumference, and
a point.
***
The Rose and the Thorn
Early morning roses woke up to bloom
And so they bloomed to get old.
In the bud they found both life and death.
These verses of Calderòn de la Barca confirm
the rose symbolizes the reality in its becoming.
By studying the so-called “natural” symbolism,
René Guénon wrote that the rose in the West and
the lotus in the East symbolizes the production
of manifestation.4
Continued on Page 16 - Carpet
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Simpkins Store
Continued from Page 4
To city eyes, a cheerless room, long usage had
defaced;
The tell-tale lines of lath and beam on wall and
ceiling traced;
The light from oil-fed lamps was dim and
yellow in its hue;
The carpet once could pattern boast, though
now ’twas lost to view.
The alter and the pedestals that marked the
stations three,
The gate-post pillars topped with balls, the
rude carved letter G,
Where village joiners clumsy work, with many
things beside,
Where beauty’s lines were all effaced and
ornament denied;
There could be left no lingering doubt, if doubt
there was before,
The plainest lodge room in the land was over
Simpkins’ store.
While musing thus on outward form the
meeting time drew near,
And we had glimpse of inner life through
watchful eye and ear;
When lodge convened at gavel’s sound with
officers in place,
We looked for strange, conglomerate work, but
could no errors trace.
The more we saw, the more we heard, the
greater our amaze,
To find those country brethren there so skilled
in Masons’ ways;
But greater marvels were to come before the
night was through,
Where unity was not mere name, but fell on
heart like dew;
Where tenets had the mind imbued, and truth’s
rich fruitage bore,
In plainest lodge room in the land, up over
Simpkins’ store.
To hear the record of their acts was music to
the ear;
We sing of deeds unwritten which on angel’s
scroll appear;
A widow’s case - four helpless ones - lodge
funds were running low;
A dozen brethren sprang to feet and offered not
to slow.
Food, raiment, things of needful sort, while one
gave a load of wood,
Another shoes for little ones, for each gave
what he could.
They spake the last: “I haven’t things like those
to give - but then
Some ready money may help out” - and he laid
down a ten.
Were brother cast on darkest square upon life’s
checkered floor,
A beacon light to reach the white - was over

Like scoffer who remained to pray, impressed
by sight and sound,
The faded carpet ‘neath our feet was now like
holy ground;
The walls that had such dingy look were turned
celestial blue;
The ceiling changed to canopy where stars
were shining through;
Bright tongues of flame from alter leaped, the
G was vivid blaze;
All common things seemed glorified by
heaven’s reflected rays.
O! Wondrous transformation wrought through
ministry of love Behold the Lodge Room Beautiful! - fair type
of that above.
The vision fades - the lesson lives; and taught
as ne’er before,
In the plainest lodge room in the land, up over
Simpkins’ store.
Lawrence N. Greenleaf

Between
Continued from Page 5
square is concerned, admittedly it could be
argued that in a sense it is also an
appropriate symbol for Fu Hsi in his
capacity as ‘Lord of the Earth’, and serves
as the instrument which he uses to measure
it.[17] He will then coins-pond to ‘the
Worshipful Master who rules by the square’,
as he is described in Masonic
symbolism.[18] But if this is so it is because
in himself and no longer in association with
Niu Kua—he himself yin-yang, re-integrated
in the state and nature of ‘primor - dial man’.
From this new perspective the square itself
acquires a. different significance. The fact
that it contains two arms set at’ right angles
to each other invites us to interpret it as the
reunion of. the horizontal and the vertical;
and as we have seen earlier; horizontal in
one of its senses corresponds to Earth, or
yin, and vertical to Heaven or yang. This is
precisely the reason why, in Masonic
symbolism as well, ‘the Worshipful Master ’s
square is regarded as the union or synthesis
of level and perpendicular.[19]
We would like to add one final comment on
the stylised depictions of Fu Hsi and Niu
Kua. Fu Hsi is shown on the left, Niu Kua
on the right.[20] This of course agrees with
the pre-eminence generally attributed in the
Far-Eastern tradition to the left over the
right, which we explained earlier.[21] But
also, Fu Hsi holds the square in his left hand
while Niu Kua holds the compasses in her
right. Here the connotations of the symbols
themselves call to mind the saying we have
already quoted: ‘The Way of Heaven has
preference for the right; the Way of Earth

prefers the left’.[22]
By way of summary, an example such as this
shows very clearly how perfectly coherent
traditional symbolism always is. But at the same
time it also shows that it will never lend itself to
any form of more or less rigid ‘systematisation’.
The reason for this is that traditional symbolism
must remain capable of responding to and
reflecting each and every one of the countless
varying perspectives from which everything in
existence can be viewed. Thanks to this, it opens
up possibilities for understanding which are
literally unlimited.
Notes:
[1] In Chinese, as in English, the same word—
fang—denotes both the instrument and the figure.
[2] The different ways of positioning the
compasses and square in relation to each other in
the three degrees of Craft Masonry each have their
own significance. To begin with, the celestial
influences are portrayed as dominated by the
terrestrial influences; then they are shown
gradually detaching themselves, and finally as
dominating the terrestrial influences in turn.
[3] When these positions are reversed the symbol
has a specific meaning that is to be compared
with the inversion of the alchemical symbol for
Sulphur as a sign that the ‘Great Work’ has been
accomplished. Compare also the symbolism of
the 12th Tarot trump.
[4] The Blazing Star has five points, and 5 is the
number of the ‘microcosm’. This correlation is
also explicitly affirmed in cases such as the
Pentagram of Agrippa, which shows the star
containing the actual figure of a man—head, arms
and legs each corresponding to one point in the
star.
[5] According to an old ritual, ‘the Blazing Star
is the symbol of the Mason [one could equally
well say of the initiate in general] ablaze with
light in the middle of the darkness [of the profane
world]’. This description is obviously an allusion
to the statement in the Gospel of St. John: ‘And
the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness
comprehended it not’.
[6] It is no coincidence that the Lodge of the
Masters is also called the ‘Middle Chamber’.
[7] For its bearing on the Masonic formula just
quoted, it is worth pointing out that the Chinese
expression ‘beneath Heaven’ (T’ien hsia) which
we mentioned earlier as a term for the cosmos as
a whole is also open to another interpretation
when considered from the strictly initiatic point
of view. It then corresponds to the ‘Temple of the
Holy Spirit, which is everywhere’ and which is
the meeting place of the Rosicrucians—who are
Continued on Next Page - Between
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specifically acknowledges this interchange
between compasses and square, as well as
Continued from Previous Page
between odd and even numbers. Unfortunately
also the ‘true men’ (see Aperçus sur l’Initiation, this has not prevented him from making the
capters 37 and 38). We will also mention in this mistake of defining the pair of compasses as a
connection that ‘Heaven covers’ and that ‘feminine emblem’, as he does elsewhere (p. 267,
Masonic activities must be carried out, precisely, note).
‘under cover’, so that the Lodge itself becomes
an image of the Cosmos. See The Lord of the [15] See The Reign of Quantity and the Signs of
World, chapter 7.
the Times, chapter 25.
[8] Apeçus sur l’Initiation, chapter 39
[9] The triangle is here substituted for the
square for the simple reason that both are
rectilinear figures and therefore
interchangeable. The symbolism itself
is not affected in the least.

[16] This interchange of attributes between
Fu Hsi and Niu Kua can be compared with
the situation in the third and fourth Tarot
trumps, where a celestial symbolism
(stars) is ascribed to the Empress and a
terrestrial symbol (cubical stone) to the
Emperor. Also, in position and
sequence the Empress is associated
with the number 3, which is odd,
while the Emperor corresponds to
the even number 4: the same
transposition expressed in a
different way.

Continued from Page 5
Masters are those Lodges where there are more
Past Masters than ordinary Brothers. Its nice to
have the participation of the Past Masters, but if
there are no ordinary Brothers sitting on the
sidelines, I see this as a danger sign. There are
those Lodges where the Past Masters simply
rotate through the
East in order to perpetuate the Lodge. Sounds
admirable right? Maybe. But it also sounds rather
incestuous. I see this as a sign of stagnation and
the Lodge should start thinking about cultivating
a new crop of officers if it wants to remain a viable
institution.

This brings up a point, we also have to be wary
of those Past Masters who do not relinquish
control over the Lodge gracefully. Some overstay
their welcome in an attempt to maintain control
over the Lodge. Occasionally this is done out of
necessity, but a lot of times it is done to pacify
someone’s ego. We should never lose sight of the
fact that this is a volunteer organization. Its not
[17] We will return to this about control; its about “who best can work, and
idea of measuring the best agree.”
Earth when we discuss
the lay-out of the Keep the Faith!
MingT’ang.

[10] Strictly speaking these terms
do not have the same meaning that
they do in the Great Triad—or
rather, they correspond to the
terms as used in the Great
Triad but at a level which is
internal to the manifested
universe. In this respect
they correspond to the
terms used in the
Tribhuvana, with the
one exception that
Earth here (i.e. Earth as symbolizing the human
[18] As organised and
state as a whole) should be understood as governed by Fu Hsi and his successors, the
comprising both the Earth and the Atmosphere— Empire was constituted—just like the Masonic
or ‘intermediary region’—of the Tribhuvana.
Lodge—in such a way as to present an image of
the whole Cosmos.
[11] . The vault of heaven corresponds to the
‘canopy of perfection’ alluded to in certain grades [19] Level and perpendicular are also attributes
of Scottish Freemasonry. We hope in a separate of the two Wardens and consequently are brought
study to be able to examine in greater detail the into relationship with the two terms of the
architectural symbolism involved
complementarity represented by the two pillars
of the Temple of Solomon. It is also worth noting
[12] The Reign of Quantity and the Signs of the that whereas Fu Hsi’s square is depicted with
Times, chapter 20.
arms of equal length, that of the Venerable One’s
normally has arms of unequal lengths. Generally
[13] On the other hand no such inversion of speaking it could be assumed that it is just a
attributes occurs in depictions of the Hermetic question here of the difference between a square
Rebis: here the compasses are held by the and an elongated rectangle; but in fact the
masculine half (associated with the Sun) and the inequality of the arms is also related specifically
square by the feminine half (associated with the to a ‘secret’ of Operative Masonry regarding the
Moon). As for the correspondences with Sun and formation of a right-angled triangle with sides
Moon, it is worth recalling our comments in an proportional to the numbers 3, 4 and 5. Later in
earlier note on the numbers to and 12, and also this study we will have more to say about the
the words of the Emerald Tablet ‘The Sun is its symbolism of this triangle.
father, the Moon its Mother’. This statement refers
precisely to the Rebis or ‘Androgyne’ which is [20] Here of course ‘right’ and ‘left’ are meant to
the ‘single thing’ containing in itself the combined indicate the right and left of the figures
‘virtues of Heaven and Earth’. The ‘Androgyne’ themselves as opposed to the right and left of an
is of course ‘single’ as far as its essence is observer.
concerned; so far as its outward aspects are
concerned it is dual—res bina —[just like the [21] By way of contrast, in the Rebis figure the
cosmic force we spoke of earlier. The symbolic masculine half is on the right, the feminine half
serpent’s tails with which Fu Hsi and Niu Kua on the left. Also, the figure only has two hands;
are portrayed are of course also reminiscent of the right one holds the compasses, the left the
this cosmic force.
square.
[14] Granet himself (La Pensée chinoise, p. 363) [22] Chou Li.

Disappear

As with all of my Masonic articles, it is available
to be redistributed for
inclusion in other Masonic publications and web
pages (except
Florida). Simply add the following:
Reprinted by permission of the author.

Seeds
Continued from Page 6
and notaries)
The Arte del Cambio (guild of bankers)
The Arte della Seta (guild of silk weavers)
The Arte dei Medici e Speziali (guild of
physicians and pharmacists)
The Arte dei Vaiai e Pellicciai (guild of furriers)
The fourteen lesser guilds included smaller
businessmen and craftsmen.
These lesser guilds were often called the craft
guilds and were comprised of butchers;
shoemakers; blacksmiths; builders; secondhand
dealers; wine-dealers; innkeepers; sellers of salt,
oil and cheese; tanners; armorers; ironworkers;
girdle makers; woodworkers; and bakers. There
were many other crafts than are identified here,
and they formed their own organizations but
belonged to the same larger guild.
These 21 guilds comprised only a small
percentage of the population and yet held all the
Continued on Next Page - Seeds
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- especially after the decline of the guilds, much
of the hidden knowledge was carried on by
travelling musicians, troubadours, meistersingers,
and so on.

was a company of locksmiths, gunsmiths, and
farriers, which appointed a master and two
wardens on 24 June each year. (Footnote 29) A
blacksmiths' company was in existence in 1801
when its flag was used in an election campaign

power. In order to hold political office, a
Florentine had to belong to one of the guilds. The
guild-member citizens assembled in the public http://www.ancientquest.com/embark/guilds.html
square to pass major laws.
Tailors
Is it possible that Freemasonry is just an extension
Gentlemen were involved with one of the seven of the Craft Guilds of the middle ages. Lets have In 1454 Thomas Wythig gave property to feoffees
liberal arts (grammar, logic, music, rhetoric, a look at some of the evidence.
for the tailors' guild, the earliest clear reference
arithmetic, geometry or astronomy).
to their association. (Footnote 29) As early as
Carpenters, masons, and slaters
1306, however, street celebrations of tailors on
Below these twenty-one guilds were seventy-two
the eve and day of the nativity of St. John the
unions of voteless working men. Below these A man was referred to as warden of the carpenters Baptist (24 June), (Footnote 30) later the feast
were thousands of day laborers forbidden to in 1525, and in 1537 it was claimed that William day and founder's day of the craft, suggest that
organize and living in poverty. At the bottom of Frere, mayor, had recently incorporated the some form of craft association existed, and
the ladder were a few slaves. By the middle of carpenters, masons, and slaters. (Footnote 34) In probably it continued thereafter, for tailors were
the 15th century the number of guilds extended 1556 the council agreed to renew the corporation numerous in the later Middle Ages. Wythig's gift
to well over a hundred in Venice with such of joiners, carpenters, slaters, and paviours, and of four tenements and a brewhouse was
industries as shipbuilding, iron manufacturing, in 1579 there was a freemasons' company. conditional on the provision of a chantry priest
glass blowing, leather dressing and tooling, gem (Footnote 35) In 1604 the freemasons, carpenters, for the fraternity of St. John the Baptist in St.
cutting and setting, textiles, etc.
joiners, and slaters were given royal permission Martin's church. (Footnote 31)
to form a corporation under a master and wardens
http://www.twingroves.district96.k12.il.us/ which should have a monopoly of the building The master and two wardens were to be elected
Renaissance/guildhall/guilds/guildinfo.html
trade within the city. (Footnote 36) The university annually on the Monday after St. John's day by
discommoned the master and other members of all who had held the office of master or warden,
Medieval Guilds by Karen Ralls
the company in 1605 and 1606. The struggle was and were to swear their oaths before the mayor.
still continuing in 1609 when the city was hostile (Footnote 45) The company's officers were to
Members of the craft guilds were divided into to the employment, for the building of Merton make quarterly searches for poor workmanship
Master, Journeyman, and Apprentice. The master College quadrangle, of many 'foreign' masons; and unlawful trading, and were empowered to
was a very accomplished craftsman who took on more men were discommoned; in 1610 38 distrain for fines or quarterages. All tailors in the
apprentices. Usually, these were boys in their members publicly relinquished the company city and suburbs were to be free both of the city
teens who were provided food, clothing, shelter, before the mayor and vicechancellor in the guild and company and work only on freemen's
and an education by the master, in return for hall, but six stood firm. (Footnote 37) The masons' premises, never in any university or privileged
working for them for free as an apprentice, often charter was recalled by the Privy Council in 1612, building. Members should employ no more than
for a fixed term of service from about five to nine and had been handed in by late 1613, when it two or three apprentices at a time, and should
years. After this, an apprentice became a was ordered that masons and slaters should work first present them for approval to the company's
journeyman, who was allowed to work for one or as freely in the city as hitherto. (Footnote 3
officers. As with other companies incorporated
another master and was paid with wages for his
by the city at that time it was agreed that the
labour. Once a journeyman could provide proof In 1640 the freemasons working on University town clerk should serve as steward, and that
of his technical and artistic skills, by showing College chapel were imprisoned by the vice- internal disputes should be settled by the mayor.
his "masterpiece", he might rise in the guild and chancellor for refusing to allow some
become a master. He could then set up his own roughmasons to work with them on the grounds Full historical evidence is available for the above
workshop, and hire and train apprentices. that they were not apprenticed to freemasonry. From: British History Online, Source: Craft
However, to become a master was difficult, as It appears that a guild had been re-formed in Guilds. A History of the County of Oxford: Volume
masters in any particular craft guild tended to be that year which was not confined to masons, for IV, Alan Crossley (Editor) (1979).
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/
a select inner circle, who possessed not only one of the ringleaders was a joiner. The URL:
technical competence, but also proof of their university claimed that the incident at the college report.asp?compid=22813#s9
wealth and social position. It is difficult to represented an attempt by about 40 members of
overstate the importance of these guilds in trade the guild to combine against seven men who Cordwainers:
and commerce prior to the industrial revolution. refused to join. (Footnote 39) No further
reference to a masons' company has been found From the 16th century the guild was usually
But what does all of this have to do with the until c. 1736 when its master was chosen by the known as the cordwainers' guild or company.
western mystery traditions? Briefly, the secrets of whole fraternity out of a group of four assistants (Footnote 19) Its meetings continued to take the
the various crafts were jealously guarded by the on St. James's day (25 July). (Footnote 40) By form of courts until c. 1530. (Footnote 20) The
Guild Masters, who also recorded every member's the early 18th century there was a separate chief officers were a master and a steward, but
the stewards, first recorded c. 1190, (Footnote
name and individual mark. In many surviving company of joiners.
medieval (and other) buildings in parts of Europe
21) were later known as wardens. (Footnote 22)
today, the original Mason's marks can still be seen, Smiths
There were 2, later 4, key-keepers, 2 leatherfor example, and other guilds also had their unique
searchers, and, until the Reformation, 2 keepers
marks and symbols. Perhaps a contemporary A smiths' guild existed in the mid 15th century. of a light of Our Lady in the church of the
example might be the individual mark or stamp of (Footnote 27) In 1667 smiths and watchmakers Carmelite Friars. (Footnote 23) All were elected
the customs or Assay office, as in modern-day jointly petitioned the city council over a matter annually on the Monday after St. Luke's day (18
Britain, to indicate quality and approval of of trade regulation, and in 1678 and 1690 the Oct.), except that the steward's office appears to
worksmanship. In addition to marks or symbols, smiths and farriers made similar joint petitions. have been at the nomination of the master until
the guilds had other ways of communicating their (Footnote 2 In neither case was a company
Continued on Next Page - Seeds
more specialized concepts and religious traditions mentioned, but in the early 18th century there
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When the apprenticeship was completed, the
apprentice was free to pursue their craft and work
Continued from Previous Page
for daily wages. Often though, they opted to travel
the mid 16th century. (Footnote 24) The leather- from town to town seeking more knowledge of
searchers were not identical, although they their craft. If they were frugal and saved their
overlapped, with the leather-searchers appointed earnings, they might start a small shop and be
by the town council. (Footnote 25)
accepted for guild membership and privileges.

comes from the French "journee", (day), and
meant that the journeyman was paid by the day
for his work. After several years as a journeyman
the craftsman would submit a piece of his best
work to the guild for approval. If this "masterpiece" was accepted he could become a master
craftsman and own his own shop.

Research point: http://www.british-history.ac.uk/ While the craft guilds dominated small retail sales,
report.asp?compid=22813#s2
the organizations called Merchant Guilds held a
stalwart hold on the economy as many members
Also:
of these guilds engaged in massive wholesale trade
with distant places. The far reaching influence of
During the middle ages in Europe, working men one such group of merchant guilds provided the
of particular trades usually joined associations foundation for the powerful Hanseatic League that
called craft guilds. These Guilds were forerunners dominated the Baltic cities for centuries. The
of the modern Unions and served to regulated Merchant Guilds held considerable authority in
occupations and preserved a monopoly of crafts . city governments, and their guildhalls were
Weavers were probably the first to organize. designed to reflect the power of their position.
Quickly the goldsmiths, saddlers, fishmongers, Many of these impressive buildings still stand
bakers, dyers, glove makers, and other craftsmen today. Another form of Guild that was seen in some
saw the benefits of organization and formed their European cities was designed for charitable and
own separate fraternities.
religious purposes.

All townsmen were free, and this provided some
incentive for serfs to run away to the towns. If
they could remain there for a year and a day they
were considered free and could not be compelled
to return to the manor.

In major cities such as Paris, London, and other
large cities there were as many as 50 or more
guilds by the 14th century. Although many of the
guilds were authorized by the local government,
some obtained their charter directly from the king.
Guild Rules and Regulations Guild rules were
strict. They decreed that nonmembers could not
practice the trade within their territory.
In more liberal or sparser populated areas, a
worker could become a member as soon as he
showed the required degree of skill. In cliquey
conservative areas, membership was difficult ,
or impossible, to obtain. Membership was
passed on to sons or sons-in-law of members, or
could be purchased from a retiring member at
extreme cost.
Guilds regulated standards of quality in
merchandise made and sold by their members,
and penalties were invoked for inferior
merchandise. The weavers' guild, as an example,
required a certain number of threads to the inch
in standard cloths. As in modern Unions, hours
of labor were fixed, and night work or work on
holidays was prohibited. At the beginning of the
Industrial age these Guild's insistence on obsolete
standards and processes became a severe
handicap to modernization.
Guild's often provided for care of sick or needy
members and members' widows and orphans and
since the members of craft Guilds usually lived
on the same street, the Guild served as a center
of social interest for its members.
Qualifying for membership in a guild involved a
long and underpaid (if paid at all)apprenticeship.
The apprentice was bound out by their parents to
an employer for approximately seven years. The
employer committed to feed, clothe, and lodge
the apprentice with his family above or behind
the shop in exchange for the apprentices labor.

http://www.britainexpress.com/History/
Townlife.htm#merchantguilds

Almshouses are charitable housing provided to
enable people (typically elderly people who can
no longer work to earn enough to pay rent) to
live in a particular community. They are often
targeted at the poor of a locality, at those from
certain forms of previous employment, or their
widows, and are generally maintained by a charity
h t t p : / / r e n a i s s a n c e - f a i r e . c o m / R e n f a i r e s / or the trustees of a bequest.
Entertainment/History-of-Guilds.htm
Almshouses — so named — are European
Medieval England - daily life in medieval towns Christian institutions. Alms are, in the Christian
tradition, monies or services donated to support
Towns were built on trade, and the elite of towns the poor and indigent. Almshouses were
were the merchants. Merchant guilds controlled established from the 10th century in Britain, to
town government, though they often clashed with provide a place of residence for poor, old and
craft guilds for power. Merchants needed stability distressed folk. The first recorded Almshouse was
for trade, so they supported the king and the founded in York by King Athelstan, and the oldest
establishment of a strong central government still in existence is the Hospital of St. Cross in
against the rule of individual nobles. The king, Worcester, dating to circa 990.
for his part, encouraged the growth of towns and
trade. Town charters became a major source of In the Middle Ages the majority of European
royal revenue. Eventually the growth of towns hospitals functioned as almshouses. See the
and guilds led to the breakdown of the manor- history of hospitals.
centred feudal society.
Almshouses have been created throughout the
Merchant Guilds. Guilds controlled the trade in period since the 10th century, up to the present
a town. Merchant guilds regulated prices, quality, day. There is no strict delineation between
weights and measures, and business practices. Almshouses and other forms of sheltered housing,
The power of the guilds was absolute in their although Almshouses will tend to be characterised
domain, and to be expelled from a guild made it by their charitable status and by the aim of
impossible to earn a living. Each guild had a supporting the continued independence of their
patron saint, celebrated religious festivals residents.
together, put on religious plays, and looked after
the health and welfare of the members and their The almshouses in the village of Woburn,
families.
Bedfordshire (illustration, left), originated in a
bequest by the will of Sir Francis Staunton, 1635,
Craft Guilds. Separate from the merchant guilds of £40 to the poor, and refounded by John, Duke
were the craft guilds, which regulated the quality, of Bedford.
working hours and conditions of its members.
There were three levels of craftsmen; masters, In physical form, and owing in part to the antiquity
journeymen, and apprentices. Parents paid a fee of their formation, Almshouses are often ancient
to place a boy with a master craftsman as an buildings comprising multiple small terraced
apprentice. There he received food, lodging (often houses or apartments, and providing
sleeping under the counter in the shop itself), accommodation for small numbers of residents;
clothes, and instruction in the craft.
some 2,600 Almshouses continue to be operated
in the United Kingdom providing 30,000
Apprentices, Journeymen, and Masters. The dwellings for 36,000 people. In the Netherlands
period of apprenticeship lasted for 2-7 years, after a number of hofjes are still functioning as
which time the apprentice became a journeyman.
The term has nothing to do with traveling; it
Continued on Next Page 14 - Seeds
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accommodation for elder people (mostly women).
The economics of Almshouses takes the form of
the provision of subsidised accommodation, often
integrated with social care resources such as
wardens.
http://www.answers.com/topic/almshouse
An example of the establishment of
Almshouses
Judd's Almshouses o n the east side of
Bishopsgate. In Bishopsgate Ward Within (O.S.
1880). Near St. Helen's Church at No. 36
Bishopsgate Street Within (Lockie). Built by Sir
Andrew Judd for six poor Almspeople to be
maintained out of lands given to the Skinners'
Company (S. ed. 1603, p. 175). The money having
been provided by Dame Elizabeth Hollys, d. 1554,
in her will (Cox, 250). Bequest for endowment
made 1558 (Cox, 251).
The Almshouses were re-erected in 1729 by the
Skinners' Company to the west of the original site
(Cox, p. 254). In the yard was a handsome leaden
cistern, bearing date 1733. Removed about 1895.
From: 'Judd's Almshouses', A Dictionary of
London (1918). URL: http://www.britishhistory.ac.uk/report.asp?compid=5007.
Thames Almhouses
Richard Quartremain, a wealthy merchant of
North Weston in the parish of Thame, and his
wife Sibyl, founded the chantry or guild of St
Christopher in 1447. This included an almshouse
or 'hospital' for six "poor men".
Rent for the almshouse was provided from a farm
in Long Crendon and certain 'divers tenements'
in Thame.
Payments included 6d. a week to each of the five
poor men, and one woman, with an additional
1d. a week for bread for each, and, a sum of 5s. a
year for their smocks and 22s 1d. on the repair of
the almshouses.
THE WORSHIPFUL HABERDASHERS'
COMPANY
Writing in 1837 William Herbert said of this
company "They were incorporated by letters
patent of the 26th of Henry Vl Anno 1447, by the
style of the Fraternity of St. Catherine of the
Virgin, of the Haberdashers of the city of London;
but at present are denominated the Master and
four Wardens of the Fraternity of the Art or
Mystery of Haberdashers in the City of London.
This corporation is governed by a master, four
wardens, and ninety-three assistants, with a livery
of 342 members, who, upon their admission, pay
in cash a fine [fee] of twenty-five pounds, and to

whom belongs a great estate, out of which,
according to the generous benefactions of the
several donors, they annually pay to charitable
uses about the sum of £3,500.... They may take
each too apprentices.... There have been twentytwo lord mayors free of this company. Their
principal tenets are Serve and Obey. Their
Patroness is St. Catherine. They have had
altogether ten charters." Originally, in the
Fourteenth Century, the Haberdashers were a
branch of the gild of Mercers, dealers in
merchandises, or small wares (the phrase "small
mercies" may have thus originated), but in course
of time the cappers, or hat makers, separated from
them. The Haberdashers of small wares also were
called Milaners, for selling merchandise from
Milan, corrupted into milliner. (In Queen
Elizabeth's time the English paid out £60,000 per
year for pins alone.) The company, though its first
charter w as received in 1447, had been organized
a century before that, and had a set of regulations,
or by-laws, as early as 1372. Having lost its old
documents in the London fire of 1666 the come
pony drew up a new code, and among the judges
giving it legal sanction was the great jurisconsult
Sir Matthew Hale. The officers were named as
Master, four Wardens, and 50 Assistants. By
"livery" was meant the ceremonial or symbolic
clothing which a privileged number of members
was entitled to wear: such livery did not signify
servitude. The Hurrers, or hatters, and Mercers
were combined. The list of the Companies
charities is a long one: it supported five schools;
four almshouses; six benefices; two lectures; three
exhibitions; and paid many pensions. Many other
benefactions it administered as a trustee.
The similarities between the Haberdashers'
Company and the Masonic Fraternity are very
striking; the more so since the Company was here
chosen at random as a specimen of the Twelve
Great City Companies of London and the long
list of lesser Companies, the Mason Company
being among the latter. They were ancient; had
apprentices; had ceremonies; administered an
oath; the membership was divided into ranks; they
were governed by Master and Wardens (in a
Masonic Lodge that still is the case, for the
appointive officers are to assist the Master and
Warden, and the Secretary and Treasurer do not
govern); they had tenets; arms; were devoted to
charity; had quarterly communications and feasts
and from a very early time admitted "nonoperatives" who "were made free" of the company,
so that there were "free Haberdashers" just as
there were "free Masons." This entering of nonOperatives into Masonry, of which they were then
"free," may be one of the many original meanings
of "free Mason." The antiquity, form of
organization, oaths, non-operatives, etc., cannot
therefore explain why the Free Masons alone
continued over into a worldwide fraternity, for
the other gilds or fraternities, identical in general
customs, would have done the same. It is the
extraordinary similarity of the old Free Masonry
with the old gilds and companies coupled with
the fact that it alone developed into a worldwide

Fraternity which is of itself the best proof that
the Freemasons also possessed a secret of their
own which none of the others ever had.
See London Companies, by William Herbert;
London; 1837. It is not as exhaustive as the large
histories written since by Hazlitt, etc., but has
the advantage of having been written by a man
who got his information at first hand, and before
the new industrialism had changed the face of
London commerce and business.
http://www.standrew518.co.uk/ENCYC/
MacEncH.htm
Ashmole's Charity
By 1757 the corporation was distributing £2 2s.
a year among the poor as the interest on £60 given
for charitable uses by Elias Ashmole (d. 1692).
The charity was not established by will, and no
deed has been found. In 1678 Ashmole wrote that
for over 20 years he had given £5 a year to the
poor of the city; the corporation perhaps
accumulated the £60 from those gifts. In 1765 it
reduced its payments to £2 a year. Until 1805 the
charity was distributed in 2s. doles to poor
women. Nothing was paid in 1806. There was a
distribution to both men and women in 1807;
thereafter no payments were made to the poor
for at least 13 years. (fn. 94) From 1835 the
charity was one of the Municipal Charities.
From: 'Lichfield: Charities for the poor', A History
of the County of Stafford: Volume 14: Lichfield
(1990), pp. 185-94. URL: http://www.britishhistory.ac.uk/report.asp?compid=42355.
The scenery around East Barnet is pleasing, but
the place has lost somewhat of its rural quite since
the opening of the railway. Between the village
of East Barnet and the station many small houses
have been built. By the church is Church Farm,
"The Country House," Industrial Schools for about
100 destitute boys, between the ages of 6 and 13,
not convicted of crime. The farm of 50 acres is
cultivated by the boys. Oak Hill Park, east of the
village, is a fine mansion standing on an eminence
and commanding extensive views. Belmont on
the north of it, was formally called Mount
Pleasant, and was the residence of Elias Ashmole,
founder of the Ashmolian Museum.
Freemasons connection to Guilds expanded
The Worshipful Company of Environmental
Cleaners
http://www.environmental-cleaners.com/
About%20Us.htm
Masonic Lodge
There is a Masonic Lodge that takes its name
from the Company's Motto - Tergere et Sevare. It
is Tergere Lodge No 8830, and existing
Continued on Next Page - Seeds
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Today one of the most prominent such offices is
that of the Anglican Lord High Almoner. The High
Continued from Previous Page
Almoner (currently Rt Rev Nigel McCulloch,
Freemason members.
Bishop of Manchester) is responsible for
organising the Queen's annual distribution of
The organisation of Tylers (roof and floor tile Maundy money on Maundy Thursday.
layers) and Bricklayers existed in 1416; it was
incorporated by a Royal Charter in 1568. The "Almoner of His Holiness," the pope's official
Originally, the Company possessed a monopoly almoner, continues in office even after the pope
over bricklaying within the City of London. dies. He "continues to carry out works of charity
However, after the Great Fire of London, the King in accordance with the criteria employed during
decreed that brick or stone, instead of timber, the pope's lifetime" (Universi Dominici Gregis,
should be used in the building of homes. There 22).
was too much rebuilding to be done by only the
Tylers' and Bricklayers' Company; craftsmen from The name almoner was also used for a hospital
across England were summoned, and the official who interviews prospective patients to
monopoly was terminated. The Company now qualify them as indigent, and was later applied
exists, along with most Livery Companies, to the officials who were responsible for patient
primarily as a charitable body. The Company also welfare and after-care. This position is now
supports various building schools.
usually filled by social workers.

Seeds

The Tylers' and Bricklayers' Company ranks
thirty-seventh in the order of precedence of Livery
Companies. Two of its Liverymen have become
Lord Mayor of London
Halls and Alms Houses

The title "almoner" has fallen out of use in
English, but its equivalents in other languages
are often used for many pastoral functions covered
by chaplains or pastors.

There still remains however an appearance of
contradiction to be resolved; the north is
designated as the highest (uttara) point, and the
ascending movement of the sun is moreover
directed toward this point, whereas its descending
movement is directed toward the south, which
thus appears as the lowest point; however, the
winter solstice, which in the year corresponds to
the north and marks the beginning of the
ascending movement, is in a certain sense the
lowest point, while the summer solstice, which
corresponds to the south, and is where this
ascending movement ends, is in the same respect
the highest point, from which the descending
movement will then begin, to be completed at
the winter solstice. The solution of this difficulty
lies in the distinction, which there is reason to
make, between the ‘celestial’ order, to which
belongs the progress of the sun, and the
‘terrestrial’ order, to which on the contrary
belongs the succession of the seasons. According
to the general law of analogy, these two orders
must, in their very correlation, be the inverse of
one another, so that what is highest according to
one becomes lowest according to the other, and
reciprocally; and thus, according to the Hermetic
dictum of the Emerald Tablet, ‘that which is above
[in the celestial order] is as that which is below
[in the terrestrial order]’; or again, according to
the Gospel saying, ‘the first [in the principial
order] are the last [in the manifested order].’7
Besides, it is no less true that, as concerns the
‘influences’ attached to these points, the north
always remains ‘benefic’, and is considered as
the point toward which the ascending movement
of the sun in the heavens is directed, or, in relation
Io the terrestrial world, as the entrance to the
deva-loka. Similarly, the south always remains
‘malefic’, considered as the point toward which
the descending movement of the sun in the
heavens is directed, or, with regard to the
terrestrial world, as the entrance to the pitri-loka.8
We should add that here the terrestrial world may
be considered as representing, by transposition,
the whole of the ‘cosmos’, and the heavens,
according to the same transposition, as the ‘extracosmic’ domain. From this point of view, the
consideration of ‘invertedness’ with respect, not
only to the perceptible order but to the cosmic
order in its entirety, should be applied to the
‘spiritual’ order, understood in its loftiest sense.9

The Almoner remains an active and important
office in Masonic Lodges in England. His duty is
The Company has owned two halls at different to oversee the needs of the Brethren within his
times. The second, in Leadenhall Street, was Lodge. He is the contact for Charity and looks
owned from the 16th century and was one of the after the welfare of the members, including visits
few to escape the Great Fire. Not used by the to the sick, aged and infirm.
Company after 1767, when it became the
synagogue of Dutch Jews, it was rebuilt in the St. John the Almoner
early 19th century and the site sold in 1915. Today
the Company holds its meetings in various livery A little over 900 years ago the Abbey of St. Mary
halls in the City. One advantage is that the in Jerusalem set up a small hospital to care for
members can visit halls which they might not sick pilgrims. The hospital was attached to a little
otherwise see thereby adding interest to its events. church dedicated to St. John and run by monks
from the local Benedictine Abbey. The subsequent
The Company also owned Alms Houses in capture of Jerusalem in 1099 during the First
Islington for the benefit of distressed liverymen Crusade and establishment of a Christian
and their widows. These were sold in 1937 and Kingdom, encouraged even more pilgrims to visit.
the proceeds invested to provide pensions and
financial help to the needy instead of The Hospital quickly benefited from many gifts
accommodation. The charitable work continues of property in Europe as well as in the east.
Eventually the monks began to move away from
today.
their Benedictine origins and in 1113 Pope
So we have a distinct connection between guilds, Paschal acknowledged the autonomous new order
their successors The Livery Companies and of the Hospital of St John of Jerusalem. The
Almshouses.
Hospitallers, both brothers and sisters, took vows
of poverty, chastity and obedience. Their main
Almoner (from the Greek eleimosyne, aim was to care for the sick.
1 It should be noted that the zodiac frequently
westernized as eelmosyna, 'alms' via Latin
represented on the portals of medieval churches
Almosunartius and French, known in English In 1877 the St John Ambulance Association was is arranged in such a way as to indicate dearly
since circa 1300) is a chaplain or church officer founded
this division of the annual cycle.
who originally was in charge of distributing
charity.
2 . See for example Bhagavad-Gita, 8, 23-26;
Doors
and cf Man and His Becoming according the
Historically, almoners were Christian religious Continued from Page 6
Vedanta, chap. 31. - An analogous correspondence
functionaries whose duty was to distribute alms
is found in the monthly cycle, the period of the
death; and thus are exactly determined the
waxing moon being similarly related to die devato the poor. Monasteries were required to spend
two permanent ways of the manifested world,
one tenth of their income in charity to the poor (a
yana, and that of the waning moon to the pitrithe one light, the other dark; by the one, there
tithe). Bishops kept their own almoners and
yana The four lunar phases can he said to
is no return [from the non-manifested to the
almoners were attached to the courts to the kings
correspond in a more restricted cycle to the four
manifested]; by the other, one falls back
of France. Charles VIII of France had a Grand
again [into manifestation].6
Continued on Next Page - Doors
Almoner in his employ.
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solar phases which are the four seasons of the
year.
3 3. The ‘door of the gods’ cannot be an entrance
except in the case of voluntary descent into the
manifested world, whether of a being already
‘delivered; or of a being representing the direct
expression of a ‘supra-cosmic’ principle. But it
is obvious that these exceptional cases do not
Litter into the ‘normal’ processes that we arc here
considering. We will only observe that it is easy
to understand thereby the reason why the birth of
the Avatara is considered to take place at the time
of the winter solstice, the time of Christmas in
the Christian tradition.
4 . In the day, the ascending half is from midnight
to midday, and the descending half from midday
to midnight; midnight corresponds to winter and
to the north, midday to summer and the south;
morning corresponds to springtime and to the east
(the direction of sunrise), and evening to autumn
and the west (the direction of sunset). Thus, the
phases of the day, like those of the month, but on
a yet more reduced scale, reproduce analogically
those of the year; and it is the same, more
generally, for any cycle which, whatever may be
its extent, is always divided naturally according
to the same quaternary law. According to Christian
symbolism, the birth of the Avatara takes place
not only at the winter solstice, but also at
midnight; it is doubly in correspondence,
therefore, with the ‘door of the gods. On the other
hand, according to Masonic symbolism, the
initiatic process is accomplished ‘from midday
to midnight’, which is no less exact if one
considers this process a5 a movement from the
‘door of men’ to the ‘door of the gods’; the
objection one might be tempted to make by reason
of the ‘descending’ character of this period is
resolved by an application of the ‘inverse sense’
of the analogy, as we shall see below,
5. This relates directly to the question of de
direction of ritual ‘circumambulations’ in
different traditional forms- According to the
‘solar’ modality of symbolism, this direction
is that which is here indicated, the
‘circumambulation’ being thus accomplished
with the center about which one turns
constantly on one’s right. In the ‘polar ’
modality, it is accomplished in the opposite
direction from the former, therefore with the
center to one’s left. The first case is that of the
pradakshina, such as is used in the Hindu and
Tibetan traditions; the second case is found
especially in the Islamic tradition.
It is perhaps not without interest to point out
that the direction of these ‘circumambulations’
proceeding respectively from left to right and from
right to left also corresponds to the direction of
the script in the sacred languages of these same
traditional forms. In the present form of Masonry,

the direction of the ‘circumambulations’ is ‘solar’;
but it seems on the contrary to have been ‘polar’
in the ancient ‘operative’ ritual, according to
which ‘Solomon’s throne’ was placed in the west
and not in the east.
6 . Bhagavad-Gita 8, 26. - One might note that
the ‘light’ and ‘darkness’ characterize respectively
these two ways, corresponding exactly W the two
complemen-tary principles yang and yin of the
Far-Eastern tradition.
7 . To this double point of view there corresponds,
among other applications, to the fact that in
geographical or other representations the point
placed above may be either the north or the south;
in China, it is the south; and in the Western world
was the same with the Romans and even during
a part of the Middle Ages. This usage moreover,
is in reality, as we have just said, the most correct
as regards the representation of terrestrial things,
while on the contrary, when it is a matter of
celestial things, it is the north which normally
must be placed above; but it goes without saying
that the predominance of one or the other of the
two points of view, according to the traditional
forms or according to the epochs, may determine
the adoption of a single arrangement for every
case without distinction; and in this respect, the
fact of placing the north or the south above,
generally appears to be especially linked to the
differences of the two modalities, ‘polar ’ and
‘solar’, the point placed above being that which
the viewer has before him when he orients himself
according to one or the other of these latter, as
we shall explain in the following note.
8 . In this connection, let us point out
incidentally another case where a similar point
preserves a constant meaning throughout certain
changes that constitute apparent reversals:
orientation may be taken according to either one
or the other of the two ‘polar ’ or ‘solar ’,
modalities, of symbolism; in the first, looking
at the pole star, that is, turning toward the north,
one has the east to the right; in the second,
looking at the sun at the meridian, that is, turning
toward the south, one has on the contrary the
case to the left, these two modalities have been
in use, notably in China at different epochs. Thus
the side given pre-eminence has been sometimes
the right and sometimes the left; but in effect, it
has always been the cast, that is, the ‘side of
light’. - Let us add that yet other modes of
orientation exist, for example, by turning oneself
toward the rising sun; it is to this latter that the
Sanskrit designation of the south as dakshina,
or ‘side of the right’ refers; and it is also that
which was used in the West by the medieval
builders to orient churches. [On the question of
orientation see also The Great Triad, chap. 7]

at midnight. This is why it is said that those
initiated into the ‘greater mysteries’ of antiquity
contemplated the sun at midnight. From this point
of view, night represents no longer the absence
or privation of light, but rather its principial state
of non-manifestation, which moreover
corresponds strictly to the higher meaning of
darkness or of the color black as a symbol of the
non-manifested; and it is also ill this sense that
we must understand certain teachings of Islamic
esoterism according to which ‘the night is
preferable to the day’. One can note, besides, that,
if ‘solar’ symbolism has an obvious relationship
with day, ‘polar’ symbolism for its part has a
certain connection with night; and further, it is
significant in this respect that the ‘midnight sun’
should, in the order of sensory phenomena, have
its literal representation in the Hyperborean
regions, that is, the actual place of origin of the
primordial tradition.

Carpet
Continued from Page 7
I think, however, the rose can be also symbol of a
new dimension of the conscience, typical of that
man who endlessly asks himself questions about
the scope of his life; a man who is longing for a
new, heuristic spirituality; a man who is ready to
be initiated.
If, on the one hand, it is quite natural to put roses
nearby a thorn, on the other hand this picture can
have a specific meaning, given the context. The
thorn, in fact, perimeters the carpet, as if it had a
protective role and the roses are far before it. The
thorn is seemingly separating the carpet’s inner
from the rest.
Also the Masonic temple fulfils this function. The
word “temple” stems from Latin templum, this
being that portion of sky which was circumscribed
by the augur by his staff. The root tem is present
also in old Greek: témenos is the sacred
enclosure, témno means to cut, thus to separate,
to divide.
In this sense man may agree with Br.. Fichte
on Freemasonry being a secret society,
therefore separated from the profane world,
in which each Brother must strive “to find
this wisdom, and that one joyfully take it up
after he has found it, and has verified it in
his own understanding and heart”.5
The initiate shall go beyond the thorn, and the
venture is not for everybody: man needs courage,
firmness and, above all, perseverance.
***
The trees

9 To give an example of this application, in fairly “Trees are the everlasting effort of earth to speak
close relation moreover with what is involved to hearing heaven,” said Tagore.
here, since the ‘culmination’ of the visible sun
takes place at midday. that of the ‘spiritual sun’
could be envisaged symbolically as taking place
Continued on Next Page - Carpet
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I also notice that tree can symbolize man, his feet
on earth and his head towards heaven.

is the compasses, which can be opened
progressively, but not indefinitely. They trace even
wider circumferences, symbol of man’s mind,
which is capable of even more ambitious goals,
being however aware of its own limits.

Here are two equal and mirror-like trees, so there
is a hint to the biblical trees, that of life and that
of the knowledge of good and evil. In the Bible
man reads that the two trees were in the same
place, “in the midst of garden”. 6

When the lodge is working, square and compasses
are over, not under, the volume of Sacred Law:
like Gandhi, Freemason reject any religious
doctrine that does not appeal to reason and is in
conflict with morality.

Carpet
Continued from Previous Page

Since it is impossible that two different objects
occupy the same portion of space at the same time,
man can think the two trees are just two aspects
of a unique reality. If this theory is right, the effect
is that duality is evil, since it separates us from
the Oneness. Man has therefore to go beyond it,
if he wants to win the knowledge which will let
him gain the life.
The initiate shall then take a long journey, from
outer to inner, from what is hidden to what is
manifest, from phenòmenon to noùmenon, from
darkness to light: the aim is to unveil the mystery
of Oneness, the true essence of the Infinite.
Man may however wonder whether the
surrounding reality is illusory. Shankara, the
great Indian philosopher, solved the dilemma:
reality is such only if it is considered to what is
relative; it is illusion, mâyâ, in front of the
Absolute. For example, a man in the darkness
takes a rope and, thinking to have a snake in his
hands, is quite scared, till he eventually realizes
that real things are indeed different from what he
supposes to be.

Now, let us consider the eight-pointed star. If man
joints the points he draws an octagon, which is
the first polygon ideally passing from the square
to the circumference. Man so understands because
in ancient times baptisteries’ shape was octagonal:
baptism was a passage’s rite, from earth to
The circumference is also the geometric figure heaven, from matter to spirit.
where man cannot distinguish the beginning from
the end; it is therefore symbol of perfection and
***
of eternity. Therefore, Plato wrote, the Demiurge
“… made the world in the form of a globe, round The cross and the point
as from a lathe, having its extremes in every
direction equidistant from the centre, the most The cross is indeed an ancient symbol, which
perfect and the most like itself of all figures; for made me to put down some reflections, which
he considered that the like is infinitely fairer than however I will not repeat here.9
the unlike”.8
In brief, the crossing point of the branches
Primitive men associated the picture of the symbolizes the universal Principle, where
circumference – with the central point – to the opposites cease to be in conflict, thus becoming
sun, the heat of which is tied up to love, and its complementar y. Therefore, in the Islamic
light to beauty and to truth. In Tibetan Lamaism esotericism, it is known as Shekinah, Holy
a mandala, a four or eight-spoked circle, is an Palace, where That who is dwells.
Aniela Jaffé wrote insightful words: “Up to
Carolingian times, the equilateral or Greek cross
was the usual form, and therefore the mandala
was indirectly implied. But in the course of time
the center moved upward until the cross took on
the Latin form, with the stake and the cross-beam,
that is customary today. This development is
important because it corresponds to the inward
development of Christianity up to the high Middle
Ages. In simple terms, it symbolized the tendency
to remove the center of man and his faith from
the center of the earth and to “elevate” it into the
spiritual sphere. This tendency sprang from the
desire to put into action Christ’s sayings: «my
kingdom is not of this earth». Earthly life, the
world and the body were therefore forces that had
to be overcome. Medieval main hopes were thus
directed to the beyond, for it was only from
Paradise that the promise of fulfillment
beckoned”.10

To unveil the illusion of the “relative” reality it
is then necessary to study it, starting from the
nearest one, that is, nature.
***
The square, the star and the circumference
These symbols are intimately connected, so I will
examine them jointly, however postponing the
star. The square is symbol of the matter, thus of
nature, either creating or created.
According to pre-Socratics, four elements made
up the universe: earth, water, air and fire. Four
itself is a cosmic number: the cardinal points, the
four winds, the seasons. Besides, let me remind
you the four living beings lying at the Lamb’s
feet, in Revelation: the first one as a lion,
symbolizing bravery; the second one as a bull
(perseverance); the third as a man (intelligence);
the fourth one as an eagle (spirit). 7
In psychoanalysis the square symbolizes the
reality’s conscious realization. In Freemasonry the
square is also symbol of Brethren’s inner work.
The circumference symbolizes the intellectual,
or spiritual dimension. Masonically speaking it

important means to meditate. It usually represents
the world and its relationship with divinity. Last,
but not the least, in psychoanalysis the
circumference symbolizes the totality, or the
absolute Self.
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Effect of said permutation was the conflict
between faith and reason, which tore the
conscience of so many devotees. Such a conflict
is groundless: who has caught the essential unity
beyond the varied manifestation behaves in a
balanced manner, avoiding either any irrational
ecstasies or any sterile asceticism. We read in
the Bible: “Does not humanity have hard service
on earth?”11 , therefore, like disciplined soldiers,
we must strive to balance our life, which will
then be symbol of universal, divine harmony.
If we succeed, we need no other masters, since
we are masters of ourselves. No wonder,
therefore, that Virgil greets Dante with these
Continued on Next Page - Carpet
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He, who is permeating the mind, who has Prana
for his body, whose nature is consciousness,
whose resolve is infallible, whose own form is
like Akasa, whose creation is all that exists,
whose are all the pure desires, who possesses all
the agreeable odors and all the pleasant tastes,
who exists pervading all this, who is without
speech (and other senses), who is free from
agitation and eagerness – this my Atman, residing
in (the lotus of) the heart – is smaller than a grain
of paddy, than a barley corn, than a mustard seed,
than a grain of millet or than the kernel of a grain
of millet. This my Atman residing in (the lotus
of) the heart is greater than the earth, greater than
the sky, greater than heaven, greater than all these
worlds.

Continued from Previous Page
leave-taking words:
Await no further word or sign from me:
your will is free, erect, and whole-to act
against that will would be to err: therefore
I crown and miter you over yourself.” 12
We have now to examine the carpet’s last symbol,
that is, the point. Mathematics teaches that it is
dimensionless, therefore invisible, as well as the
Principle of which it is symbol. This is why “nor
will people say, ‘Here it is,’ or ‘There it is,’
because the kingdom of God is within you.” 13
Some versions read “among”, but I think
wrongfully. “Among” points out the position of
an object among other ones, but it does not specify
if such an object is inner or outer in respect of
them. “Within”,– in the Latin text intra, in the
Greek one entòs, - is instead preferable, for it
highlights the inner centrality.
These thoughts introduce us to the universal
symbolism of the Centre. About it there are
many examples: let’s think to the cave –
exemplary that of Bethlehem – the mountain,
the Chamber of Reflection and, above all,
the heart. In the Catholic iconography man
often comes across the picture of Jesus
offering his heart.
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He, whose creation is all that exists, whose are
all the pure desires, who possesses all the
agreeable odors and all the pleasant tastes, who
exists pervading all this, who is without speech
(and other senses), who is free from agitation and
eagerness, He is my Atman residing in (the lotus
of) the heart; He is Brahman. On departing hence
I shall attain to His being. He alone who possesses
this faith and has no doubt about it (will obtain
the result). Thus declared Sandilya – yea,
Sandilya. 17
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a speech for graduation.I was so glad it wasn’t He talked of how he had cleaned out his locker
me having to get up there and speak
so his Mom wouldn’t have to do it later and was
carrying his stuff home.
One day, when I was a freshman in high school, Graduation day, I saw Kyle. He looked great.
I saw a kid from my class was walking home from He was one of those guys that really found himself He looked hard at me and gave me a little smile.
school.
during high school. He filled out and actually
looked good in glasses. He had more dates than I “Thankfully, I was saved.
His name was Kyle.It looked like he was carrying had and all the girls loved him.
all of his books. I thought to myself, “Why would
My friend saved me from doing the unspeakable.”
anyone bring home all his books on a Friday? He Boy, sometimes I was jealous! Today was one of
must really be a nerd.”
those days.I could see that he was nervous about I heard the gasp go through the crowd as this
his speech.So, I smacked him on the back and handsome, popular boy told us all about his
I had quite a weekend planned (parties and a football said, “Hey, big guy, you’ll be great!”
weakest moment.
game with my friends tomorrow afternoon), so I
shrugged my shoulders and went on.
He looked at me with one of those looks (the really I saw his Mom and dad looking at me and smiling
grateful one) and smiled. “Thanks,” he said.
that same grateful smile.
As I was walking, I saw a bunch of kids running
toward him.They ran at him, knocking all his As he started his speech, he cleared his throat, Not until that moment did I realize it’s depth.
books out of his arms and tripping him so he and began: “Graduation is a time to thank those Never underestimate the power of your actions.
landed in the dirt.His glasses went flying, and I who helped you make it through those tough years.
saw them land in the grass about ten feet from Your parents, your teachers, your siblings, maybe With one small gesture you can change a person’s
him.He looked up and I saw this terrible sadness a coach...but mostly your friends...
life. For better or for worse. God puts us all in each
in his eyes
others lives to impact one another in some way.
I am here to tell all of you that being a friend to
My heart went out to him. So, I jogged over to someone is the best gift you can give them.
Look for God in others. “Friends are angels who
him as he crawled around looking for his glasses,
lift us to our feet when our wings have trouble
and I saw a tear in his eye.As I handed him his I am going to tell you a story.”
remembering how to fly.”
glasses, I said, “Those guys are jerks. They really
should get lives.
I just looked at my friend with disbelief as he There is no beginning or end.. Yesterday is
told the story of the first day we met. He had history.
“He looked at me and said, “Hey thanks!”
planned to kill himself over the weekend.
Tomorrow is a mystery. Today is a gift.
There was a big smile on his face.It was one of
those smiles that showed real gratitude.I helped him
pick up his books, and asked him where he lived.

The Last Word

As it turned out, he lived near me, so I asked h
im why I had never seen him before. He said he
had gone to private school before now.I would
have never hung out with a private school kid
before.We talked all the way home, and I carried
some of his books.
He turned out to be a pretty cool kid.I asked him
if he wanted to play a little football with my
friends and he said yes.
We hung out all weekend and the more I got to
know Kyle, the more I liked him, and my friends
thought the same of him.
Monday morning came, and there was Kyle with
the huge stack of books again. I stopped him and
said, “Boy, you are gonna really build some
serious muscles with this pile of books everyday!
“He just laughed and handed me half the books.
Over the next four years, Kyle and I became best
friends. When we were seniors, we began to think
about college.Kyle decided on Georgetown, and
I was going to Duke.I knew that we would always
be friends, that the miles would never be a
problem. He was going to be a doctor, and I was
going for business on a football scholarship.
Kyle was valedictorian of our class. I teased him
all the time about being a nerd. He had to prepare
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